FACILITATING
PARTICIPATORY
VIDEO
STORYTELLING

17 - 18 December, 2020

Call telno.
+31 (0) 24 350 44 37
or e-mail.
faccom@xs4all.nl

Participatory video is a method,
whereby a group of stakeholders is
supported in the process of telling
their joint story by making their own
movie. The process of videomaking
helps to build bridges and
strengthens communication amongst
stakeholders. During this training
participants will jointly develop a
visual story, whereby they will
experience the various steps of the
process and on how such a process
can be facilitated. The process helps
to capture both behavioral and
tangible changes. Therefore, the
method has shown to be a powerful
tool in empowerings people’s
confidence and their development.

Goals
At the end of the training participants
have obtained knowledge and
experience with participatory video,
the steps, how it is facilitated and
gained insight in where visual images
can provide an added value in the
discussions.
Participants will do a practical
assignment, where they will shoot a
‘story of change’ and a behavior
change story on a complex issue.
After that they will review the footage,
edit and discuss the final videos.
Participants will get an opportunity to
facilitate part of the discussions.

For who?
This training is for professionals working in
education, project management and
monitoring & evaluation and having skills in
facilitation, who would like to support their
stakeholders or partners to build and intensify
their relationships by developing and sharing a
collaborative video story addressing a joint
engaging issue.

Program
Thursday, 17 December, 2020
• Introduction PV and facilitating video storytelling
• Discussion about Case Studies
• Developing a video story, filming
exercise and review footage
Friday, 18 December, 2020
• Editing
• Exchange, feedback and suggestions
• Evaluation and assignment

Benefits
This training will provide skills and insight
on how to facilitate a participatory video
process and how to collect stories of
change (‘most significant change’);
The training will enable you to experience
the various roles in video storytelling such
as script writing, acting, filming and
directing;
It is fun and stimulates creative thinking;
The participatory video process will be
facilitated with easy-to-use and low-cost
based equipment, so that it will be easy to
apply at your work after this training.

Target group: For participants with experience
in videomaking or who did the basic training in
videomaking; Translate a story into a short movie.
Language: English
Date: 17 - 18 December, 2020 from 9.00 18.00 hours
Place: Location Kontakt der Kontinenten,
Soesterberg, The Netherlands
Price: 595,- Euro's (excl. VAT) per participant
This is for the training, lunch, coffee/ tea and the
participants handout.
Registration and more information: Simon
Koolwijk, e-mail. faccom@xs4all.nl, telno. +31 (0)
24 350 44 37 or +31 (0) 6 106 24 575
Website: http://www.facili.nl/
What to bring: Camera and laptop (and if
possible a tripod)
Download instructions editing software
After registration you will get the download
instructions of the editing software a couple of
days before the training.
Reduction for early registration
If you register before the 15th September, 2020
you will get a reduction of 50,- euro’s.

The trainer
Simon Koolwijk is a passionate videomaker, facilitator and
trainer. He is experienced in motivating people to get most out of
their talents and interests, so that they will contribute to
innovative solutions aiming to improve social services. Simon is
involved with videomaking since 2009. In The Netherlands,
Belgium (for EU delegations), Ethiopia, South Sudan, Uganda
and Moldova he equipped with success a big number of
(participatory) videomakers, who now apply their know how for
improving social services. In addition Simon films events,
trainings and interviews, that are used for knowledge transfer and
awareness creation activities.

Professor v/d Veldenstraat
12, 6524 PP Nijmegen, The
Netherlands
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website: http://www.facili.nl/

